Dear WFIS Members,
We would like to invite your Senior Scouts to our national camp called Rovermoot, that takes place
every 4 years.
Rovermoot is the camp for our third scouting section, the Rovers (after Cubs and Scouts)- age
between 15-19 years. The camp is made up of an itinerant part (usually 4 days, could be one day
more or less) and the main camp where Rovers are staying and going to be involved in challenging
activities for the rest of the week.
ROVERMOOT 2020 will take place in Calabria, province of Cosenza, in the territory of a small town
called LONGOBUCCO. We have evaluated and chosen this locality because it is, from a naturalistic
point of view, one of the most beautiful and rich areas in Italy and therefore ideal for itinerant camps
and activities out in the open. Thanks to the features of the area, rich in ancient forests, a profound
sense of connection with Nature will be the main inspiration for our planned activities. The theme of
the whole camp is “The awakening of the giants”, where the giants are the centuries-old larch pines
of the nearby National Sila Parc, called also the Giants of the Sila, because they reach up to 45 Mt
height.
It also symbolizes the Awakening of Nature, who cannot stay silent, while mankind is going on
destroying the four natural environments and endangering so many species of animals.
In other words, it is time for a change! We need to leave the World a better place than we found it!
When: from 25th July to 01 st August 2020.
Who may participate: Rovers (age between 15-19 years)
Cost: 160 euro (bank transfer due by 15th April 2020)
BANK ACCOUNT: ASSORAIDER - IBAN: IT06Y0359901899050188544700
Itinerant camp: the idea is that the whole itinerant camp, that will last a few days can be carried out
by the Unit of Rovers, using its own and straight necessary equipment (for cooking and sleeping). This
makes the whole journey more challenging and coherent with the techniques and methods of this
particular scouting section. Rovers will need to be equipped with sleeping bag and pad, adequate
Backpacks, flashlight, cutlery and dinnerware set; while the whole unit has to be equipped with
tents, camp stoves and cooking sets, pans, first aid kit, compass.
Please visit as well our website for some pictures and more details :
https://www.assoraider.it/rovermoot-2020-the-awakening-of-the-giants/
For the project OMEN trailer (pre-activity for the camp that involve directly senior scouts) watch:
https://www.assoraider.it/omen-el-mundo-cambia-con-tu-ejemplo-no-con-tu-opinion/

For further information and registration forms, please use the following e-mail addresses:
centrale.rover@assoraider.it (Saverio) or me naz.internazionale@assoraider.it
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